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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10077-10228
1. GARFAT STATEMENTS REP REQUIRE CLARIFICATION.

2. REQUEST ANSWERS FOLLOWING

1A. WHO PRESENT GARFAT LIPPERT AUG MEETING, WAS THIS
BRIEFCASE SESSION, IF SO ON WHAT PHASE OP, DID GARFAT CONV
UNANNOUNCED, IN ADDITION TO COMPLIANCE DEVICES WHAT ELSE
RE MENTIONED AND WHAT DID GARFAT LEARN?

1B. WAS LETTERS CARRIED, BY WAY, BUSINESS CONTACT,
WHERE ALL OPERATIONAL, WHAT COULD GARFAT AND OTHERS LEARN
FROM NAMES AND ADDRESS?

1C. WAS ATTACHED SPECIAL LABELING, WHY AND WHY?

3. WHY WAS FLIGHT CARRIED WITH U.S. AUTHORITIES,
KOHST, NAME OF PILOT, PURPOSE TRIP.
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Reported GARFAT statements as August 1963 Announcements

With Lippert